The Daiko-section of Harassment Consulting Center opened 2013 April. You can consult about harassment at Daiko Campus in addition to Higashiyama and Tsurumai Campuses.

The Daiko section, Harassment Consulting Center:

Room 202, Student Hall 2F, Daiko Campus, Nagoya University
1–1–20 Daiko–Minami, Higashi–ku, Nagoya 461–8673
TEL & FAX: 052–719–1529
Opening hours: Thursday 9:00 ~ 17:00 (closed on national holidays)
Please contact the Higashiyama campus section when the Daiko section is closed.

In this issue, we introduce the Harassment Consulting Center again.
You may wonder “What kind of organization is the Harassment Consulting Center?”, or “May I consult about such a problem?” etc. We first introduce some examples of consultation.

We provide advice for the following problems.

- Someone in the office or laboratory says obscene words and you feel unpleasant.
- Your boss repeatedly says words which deny your ability or personality and you have troubles in mind and body.
- A staff or student around you does not come to university recently. You need an advice how to deal with the problems and what to keep in mind.
- Someone says that you are a harasser. How should you do?
- A member of your family acts strange. You ask about the situation in his/her office or laboratory and he/she seems to be harassed. (You can consult as a third person.)
- Someone around you is subjected to harassment. (You can consult as a third person.)
Our center accepts consultation related to harassment.
We provide support for students, teachers, and staffs in Nagoya University. You can consult as a third person as well.
Please contact our center when you need consultation. You can contact us by telephone, E-mail, and FAX. You need an appointment if you prefer face-to-face talk.
We have Higashiyama section (open Monday ~ Friday), Tsurumai section (open Tuesday), and Daiko section (open Thursday). The offices are open 9:00 ~ 17:00.
In the center, two staffs listen to your story and seek strategies. We are bound by confidentiality. We never talk to other persons or take any actions without your approval and please do not worry.
Some of you may hesitate to contact our center directly. In such a case, please contact the consultation contact desk in your department.
If you are harassed or you feel “Is this a harassment?”, please consult our center.